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Welcome to the September edition of IDT’s Integration Insider
In addition to news from IDT's partners we're also happy to offer
information about:
●

●
●
●
●

"The Easiest Path to EMR: Healthcare Document Management for
Provider Organizations"
Integrating Microsoft Dynamics GP and CRM
Information Capture Basics
Microsoft Security Updates
A host of webinar opportunities from AIIM

Happy Reading,
The IDT Team

The Easiest Path to EMR: Healthcare Document Management for Provider Organizations
A Laserfiche White Paper
The healthcare industry is under intense pressure to move beyond paper. The President's 10-year
Electronic Health Record (EHR) initiative, post-Katrina disaster awareness and public concern have
focused attention on electronic patient record solutions. Vendors of Electronic Medical Record (EMR)
systems have benefited most from the attention, and EMR adoption among providers has become
the measuring stick for progress toward electronic patient records.
But EMR adoption remains low among a significant portion of healthcare provider organizations.
This paper discusses ways to overcome the factors that make it difficult to get the full benefits from
EMR, defines key terms and covers the importance of healthcare document management, both as a
critical component of EMR and as a cost-effective transition tool for practitioners and group
practices. Indeed, for many healthcare providers, healthcare document management is the easiest
path to EMR.
Read the full white paper
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Microsoft Dynamics GP and Microsoft Dynamics CRM: Great alone, even better together
Make it easier for your people to make customers happier! Microsoft Dynamics GP, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM together can help improve employee productivity, customer satisfaction, and
company performance. Both Microsoft Dynamics GP and Microsoft Dynamics CRM are powerful
business-management solutions that can empower people and organizations by allowing easy
access to information where and when people need it. When integrated, the latest versions of these
two solutions offer even more promise for business success. Together, they help you equip your
organization with a complete view of customer information and broad, deep business management
capabilities. In addition, both are integrated with the Microsoft Office System, and both are
designed for rapid implementation, customization, and maintenance.
Read more
^ top of page

Question: What is Information Capture?
Answer: Information Capture is a flow of processes that includes scanning but extends much
further. Check out this "infotoon" from Kofax to find out all about Information Capture and its
stages. You'll also learn about things like recognition, image clean-up, indexing, quality control, and
release.
Launch the "infotoon."
^ top of page
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Critical Microsoft Security Updates for August
IDT is passing along these 12 updates, which were released on August 8th and updated on August
24th. Nine of these are critical updates. Due to the critical nature of these updates, please review
these bulletins and take appropriate action.
Among the 12 security bulletins, MS06-040 was issued to resolve a privately disclosed vulnerability
as well as additional issues discovered through internal investigations. There is a remote code
execution vulnerability in Server Service that could allow an attacker who successfully exploited
this vulnerability to take complete control of the affected system. An attacker could then install
programs; view, change, or delete data; or create new accounts with full user rights. As a result,
we are recommending that customers apply the update immediately. The vulnerability affects the
following Microsoft Windows software:
●
●
●
●
●

●

Microsoft Windows 2000 Service Pack 4
Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 1 and Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2
Microsoft Windows XP Professional x64 Edition
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 and Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 1
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 for Itanium-based Systems and Microsoft Windows Server
2003 with SP1 for Itanium-based Systems
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 x64 Edition

More information about these particular updates can be found here.
For the latest Microsoft news and security updates, please visit http://www.microsoft.com/security/
default.mspx

Attend an AIIM Wednesday Webinar
For over 60 years, AIIM has been the leading international organization focused on helping users to
understand the challenges associated with managing documents, content, and business processes.
AIIM is international in scope, independent, implementation-focused, and, as the representative of
the entire ECM industry — including users, suppliers, and the channel — acts as the industry's
intermediary.
AIIM hosts a series of Wednesday Webinars on a variety of topics including:
Wednesday, September 13
Imaging & BPM: The Drive toward Efficiency
Wednesday, September 27
How to Write an Effective RFP
Wednesday, October 11
Total Document Solution
Wednesday, October 25
Best Practices for ECM in Finance
Wednesday, November 15
Content Enabling Business Processes and Applications
Wednesday, December 13
State of the ECM Industry
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If you (or a colleague) are interested in attending any of the events listed above, simply send an
email with your contact information to feedback@idt-inc.com.

Stellent Universal Records Management Named a "Trend-Setting Product of 2006" by
KMWORLD
Stellent honored by publication three times during past four years for product innovation
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN, Aug. 29, 2006 — Stellent, Inc. (Nasdaq: STEL), a global provider of content
management solutions, announced today Stellent® Universal Records Management™ was named a
"Trend-Setting Product of 2006" by KMWorld, a monthly magazine serving the knowledge
management industry. KMWorld recognizes Stellent Universal Records Management and other
trend-setting products in its September 2006 issue.
Read the full news release.
Attend a Stellent Live Demonstration eSeminar on September 14th highlighting Records
Management. Find out more.

Captovation Announces the Release of Check Capture 5.1
Newest version of check imaging software includes features to facilitate electronic check exchange
and presentment
MINNEAPOLIS, August 10, 2006 — Captovation, Inc., a developer of document and check
capture software, is proud to announce the release of Captovation® Check Capture 5.1. The
newest version of this check imaging software offers an economical system for forward
presentment in the Check 21 electronic check exchange (ECE) environment. Check Capture 5.1
enables financial institutions to capture checks at their earliest point of presentment, encode them
using CAR/LAR technology, output a X9.37 file or image cash letter, and transfer checks
electronically to a check clearinghouse or paying bank.
Read the full news release.
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